Transformation projects range from simple
infrastructure upgrades to the complexities of
consolidating multiple organisations. BDS Solutions
provide the tools and services to deliver these projects
quickly, seamlessly and economically.
Active Directory has long been the standard for governing IT resources within a Microsoft-based infrastructure. Coupled with
Microsoft Exchange for messaging, the technologies form the backbone of IT services for many organisations. For over 20
years, BDS has designed, implemented and supported these key services for healthcare organisations. In addition to our field
engineers and N3 remote services, we provide by a range of licence-free migration tools, permitting service transformations to
be delivered reliably with minimal impact on users.

Our technical team are comprised of Microsoft Enterprise
professionals who are working with Active Directory and
Exchange services in healthcare organisations everyday.

We have delivered Active Directory and Exchange to hundreds
of healthcare organisations. Hundreds of thousands of users
have been migrated using our software, operated by our field
engineers, or handed-over to customer teams.

Our offices are connected to the N3 network allowing our
technical team to deliver migration and support services
responsively and economically.

The BDS Migration Toolkit™ extends the native Active

“Excellent, just
excellent. The BDS
consultants were like
part of the team. The
transition from the
legacy services to the
new Active Directory
2012 and Exchange
2013 platform was
delivered seamlessly
by BDS and their
software”
Norfolk Health & Care NHS Trust

Directory and Exchange migration tools. It offers many
features not supported by other products and can be tailored
to deliver bespoke customer requirements. The toolkit is
provided licence-free where we are engaged to prepare the
migration procedures.

We understand the relationship between Active Directory and
efficient desktops. We optimise network services, group
policies and user profiles to provide the best experience to
Windows users.
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